Jacob Dickert,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania

Gun Maker’s tip: brass screws are post-1880, almost never found on fine antique longrifles. Use unplated steel screws on patchboxes and buttplates.

#PB-Kit-Dickert-B
Jacob Dickert
Lancaster County
“daisy” patch box kit
$23.99

#PB-RK-TOW-I (iron button)
#PB-RK-TOW-B (brass button)
patch box release kit
$22.50

#DVD-BML
Building Muzzle-Loaders
DVD
$22.99

Building Muzzle-Loaders ....................................................................... #DVD-BML
by James Turpin
Rifle maker James Turpin teaches you to start, build, and finish a quality Muzzle-Loading flint longrifle. DVD, 142 minutes, for the beginning to intermediate builder.
#DVD-BML
Building Muzzle-Loaders, DVD
only $22.99

Beginning Engraving, The Gunsmith’s Apprentice Series ....................#DVD-BE
by Jack Brooks
Longrifle builder Jack Brooks teaches the viewer the essentials of chasing, pushing & wriggle engraving. Beginning with the basic tools, Jack shows the sharpening and heat treating of both square and chisel point engraving tools, and demonstrates techniques used by period American gunsmiths to decorate their firearms. Over 70 minutes, DVD format. You can correctly decorate an American longrifle, with a few engraved lines.
#DVD-BE
Beginning Engraving, DVD
only $19.99